Vista Navigator™ Touchscreen Calibration

Instruction # 019-00291

For proper operation, Vista Navigator Touchscreen interface must be calibrated so the touchscreen “tracks” with a person’s finger or other type pointing device.

- Any Vista Navigator factory installed on an organ which ships from the factory will already be calibrated. **No** calibration is required in this case.
- Any in-field installed Vista Navigator units will **require** calibration upon installation completion.

Please follow these instructions to calibrate the touchscreen.

**Important!** There is a time limit once the calibration routine has been started. Failure to complete the calibration routine within the time limit will reset the touchscreen.

The most important thing to notice before starting the calibration routine is the cursor position and how it reacts. Most times, an un-calibrated touchscreen responds in reverse from the actual finger position on the screen. In other words, a finger position on the right will show the cursor on the left of the screen. As you slide your finger note the position. As your finger slides to the left, the cursor moves to the right. This is very important because the finger position will be opposite the screen position. You will need to coordinate your finger in order to activate the menu screen and calibration routine.

**Let’s start!**

1. Begin by activating the “System Tools” menu screen.
   - **Note:** Touching the icon directly will, most likely, not activate the menu screen. See paragraph above for instructions.

2. Activate the “Calibrate Touchscreen” routine by double-clicking on the program icon.

3. Follow the on-screen instructions to calibrate the touchscreen interface.

That’s it! Your Vista Navigator touchscreen interface is now calibrated and ready for use.